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Ginkgo: Celebrating 10 Years of an Icon 
 

As we enter 2021, Davis Furniture proudly celebrates the 10th Anniversary of one of their most iconic designs, Ginkgo by 
jehs+laub. Reflecting on this iconic design, Davis Furniture is thrilled to see the level of acclaim and success that this series 

has gained throughout the past decade. What began as a simple bent plywood chair has now evolved into a vast collection 
of alluring products. The Ginkgo design has not only stood the test of time but also showcased the power and versatility 

behind a simple, organic silhouette.  
 

The result of a relatively new collaboration between Davis Furniture and jehs+laub, the original Ginkgo chair was born out 
of the desire to create a distinctively sophisticated multi-use chair. For designers jehs+laub, Ginkgo’s design was inspired 

by studying many things including patterns found in nature, classic designs and the unique characteristics of bent 
plywood. The resulting complex curves and thin lines of the Ginkgo chair defined an organic aesthetic that was both 

instantly recognizable and utterly unforgettable.  
 

After the Ginkgo chair’s initial release in 2011, the design quickly became a favorite in the design community. With a rise in 
organically influenced interiors and architecture, this bent plywood chair was received as a great solution for channeling a 

sharp yet natural aesthetic in a sophisticated way. The next question to tackle for jehs+laub was, “Where does Ginkgo go 
from here?” Throughout the next few years, discovering how to elevate a simple chair to an iconic collection was 
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established as jehs+laub collaborated with Davis Furniture to expand the Ginkgo silhouette to include various lounge, 

multi-use, guest, café, conference and executive seating solutions. A complementary table series featuring occasional, 
café and bar-height options soon joined the collection to add even more adaptability to the series. Finally, a desire to 

showcase the design beyond the interior led to the creation of outdoor seating and table solutions.  
 

Most recently, the Ginkgo collection has continued to grow to include new introductions in 2020 including the Ginkgo 
Rope series and the Ginkgo Barstool. While reflecting on the last decade of Ginkgo, jehs+laub collaborated with Davis to 

create the Ginkgo Rope series and the bent plywood Ginkgo Barstool. Hand-woven in Italy, Ginkgo Rope brings a new 
indoor/outdoor solution by embracing a fresh, innovative material and exclusive manufacturing techniques. Ginkgo 

Rope’s new colors and a new variation of the classic silhouette shed light on yet another exciting facet of Ginkgo. Another 
new addition to the collection is the Ginkgo Barstool. Much simpler in concept, this addition harkens back to the original 

Ginkgo design in a very literal way. Stripping away the materiality, the color palettes and the various additions, Ginkgo 
Barstool embraces the original bent plywood design yet elevates the iconic aesthetic into new bar-height applications.  

 
Each design within the Ginkgo family – and the larger Davis collection – is rooted in the importance of functionality and 

aesthetics. Through the innovative growth of the Ginkgo collection, Davis Furniture has worked to elevate this product line 
to its fullest potential. Davis Furniture strives to let all their products evolve into fully realized design stories, fulfilling 

possibilities and driving the design industry forward with each new step. The Ginkgo collection epitomizes that journey as 
it continues to provide a revolutionary solution – in 2021 and hopefully for many years to come.  

 
Markus Jehs and Jürgen Laub met each other during their academic studies of industrial design in Germany and became 

friends after an internship in New York in 1990. Shortly after they graduated, they set up their studio, jehs+laub, in 1994. 
From that time on, they started to design furniture and lamps for Italian companies, such as Cassina, Ycami and Nemo. 

They soon expanded their collaboration with brands like Fritz Hansen, Knoll International, Renz, Stelton, Schönbuch, Cor 
and Wilkhahn. Davis Furniture began their long-standing collaboration with jehs+laub in 2009, and have since designed 

multiple award-winning collections, including the Ginkgo family, A-Collection, Poise, Sachet, Reed and Hue, to name a few. 
 

Founded in 1944, Davis Furniture is a leading voice in the contract furniture industry focused on placing Design at the 
center of every initiative while looking to the future of the workplace. Davis offers cutting-edge, innovative and 

aesthetically pleasing products designed and manufactured to benefit the functionality of the user and the interior. This 
fourth-generation, family-operated company continues to maintain the highest corporate integrity, a devoted loyalty to its 

customers and a never-ending dedication to design.  
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